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BACKGROUND
The diffusion of next-generation sequencing 
(NGS)-based tests for comprehensive genomic 
profiling (CGP), the development of new drugs 
matching specific genetic alterations, and the 
recent “agnostic approval” processes of anti-
cancer agents represent an important innovation 
that favors the development of Precision Oncology.

This “mutational model” supports and integrates 
the traditional approach to cancer therapy based 
on histology. Nevertheless, an uncontrolled use 
of CGP tests and of mutation-driven drugs can 
compromise their appropriateness, and put the 
sustainability of the health system at risk.

METHODS
A group of experts in pathology, molecular 
biology, medical oncology, organization of health 
systems and health economics has developed 
an organizational model for precision oncology 
based on multidisciplinarity, on the careful selection 
of patients to be submitted to CGP tests and 
on access to off-label drugs in the context of a 
regulatory framework.
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CONCLUSIONS
The increasing availability of CGP tests and of possibly active targeted-
based agents represents an important opportunity of cancer patients to 
access to new drugs.

The proposed model will allow access of Italian patients to possibly 
active treatments and at the same time will contribute to ensure the 
sustainability of this new approach and to increase the knowledge on 
the activity of target-based agents in specific subgroups of patients.
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RESULTS
A network of Molecular Tumor Board (MTB) accredited by the Italian 
Drug Agency (AIFA) according to transparent criteria with regard to 
composition, activities, traceability, and processing of data can represent 
the very new tool for managing the mutational model in clinical practice. 
The multidisciplinary MTBs meet regularly to select patients to be 
analyzed with CGP tests in order to ensure the appropriateness of 
the test. The MTBs also discuss therapeutic options on information 
deriving from NGS analyses. When no clinical trials matching the 
genetic alterations are available and an off-label drug is recommended, 
this therapy will be authorized by the Italian Drug Agency and data 
on the outcome of the patients will be stored in a national registry. 
The availability of a platform for virtual consultation might facilitate 
the interaction between experts, even when they belong to different 
institutions.

TAB. 2 MAIN FEATURES OF THE VIRTUAL CONSULTING 
SYSTEM (VCS)
• Registration and accreditation for clinical centres.

• Reports on review processes.

• Videoconferences with connections to clinical cases
(e.g. Virtual Tumor Board).

• Data collection structured on electronic forms (eCRFs)
with automatic revision of data quality.

• Management of radiology and pathology files, with the possibility of
zooming in on and color-shading contrast, and measuring distances.

• Creation of an image repository also useful for teaching purposes.

• Support for standards and norms linked to the patient’s privacy
(anonymised data & protected profile access).

• Exploitable for any therapeutic area for protocol and diagnosis.

• Data and image archive in a certified Data Centre.

• Big File Client: upload of heavy files and direct linking
to the clinical case.

• Cloud-based solution.

TAB. 1 MAIN REQUIREMENTS FOR A SUCCESSFUL MTB
1. Harmonisation of procedures and technologies for tumoral genome
sequencing.
2. Minimal number of members and MTB requirements to ensure its
activity:

a. Clinician representing the various specialties;
b. Molecular pathologist;
c. Clinical biologist or clinical scientist;
d. Genetist;
e. Bioinformaticist;
f. Other roles (interventional radiologist upon request).

3. A number of years’ experience in clinical management of target
therapies or immunotherapies are useful. It is vital to have support
in the logistics, information technology and reporting, with access to
genome data libraries and to bioinformatic analysis systems.
4. Definition a policy for managing unwanted results linked to potential
germ mutations.
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ONCOLOGY NEW PARADIGM
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case through the platform
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Each Expert can 
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and gives his preliminary opinion.
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